
The requirements to obtain the night rating in VFR are the following

According to the o�icial regulation, the person who holds a flight crew licence with a night 
rating is able to:

Act as a pilot in command (PIC) with the appropriate airplane categoty, with or without 
passengers, the corrisponding procedures and manoeuvres according to the powers granted 
on a PPL or LAPL for aircraft at night time, which means, from sunset to sunrise.

At Real Aero Club de Baleares the course follows the EASA Syllabus, with theoretical and flight 
instruction, within a period of 3 days, one for the theory and two for flight training.

The theory classes are completely online in our virtual clasroom.

It has a duration of 8 hours, not including revisions and exams, and reviewing the following 
items:
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Common Requirements: 

Hold a valid medical certi�cate Class I or II
Hold a valid flight crew licence (PPL, SEP(land))

Theoretical Knowledge Requirements: 
According to the regulation AMC1 FCL.810(a) Night Rating, the DTO Real Aeroclub de 
Baleares will teach to the applicants a course with a duration of 8 hours in which they 
will review the basic concepts of the  secction (c)of the AMC1 FCL.810(a) Night Rating

 COURSE DEVELOPMENT



The flights will be coordinated with the instructor and scheduled via our internal system.

During the night rating course at Real Aeroclub de Baleares, the 5 hours will be flown in 
Cessna C-172N, and an additional flight to come back to Son Bonet.

This cores does not have flight exam, so there are no additional exams costs.

This course will appear as a ratin in your licens and does not expire.

For any doubt related to the course, will be availabel at the facilities of Real Aero Club de 
Baleares (O�ice No. 1 at Son Bonet Aerodrome) or calling at: 

971 600 675

638 346 958.

Mail:

racbaleares@racbaleares.es

Night VFR minima
rules about airspace control at night and facilities available;
rules about aerodrome ground, runway, and obstruction lighting;
aircraft navigation lights and colision avoidance rules;
physiological aspects of night vision and orientation;
dangers of disorientation at night;
dangers of weather deterioration at night ;
instrument systems or funciton and errors;
instrument lighting and emergency cockpit lighting systems;
map marking for use under cockpit lighting;
navigation principles;
radio navigation principles;
planning and use od safety altitude;
danger from icing conditions, as well as from avoidance and escape manoeuvres;

 CLARIFICATIONS



The price of the full course is:

Aeronautical Examiners:

TECSALUD: 971 751 414

CLÍNICA JUANEDA: 971 607 107 (O�ices at Parc Bit)

racbaleares@racbaleares.es

971 600 675

638 346 958 (whatsapp available)

  PRICE AND PAYMENTS

   2.400€

INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED

5 hours of night VFR
8 hours of online clases
Study Material
Landing Fees
Transfer Airport - Hotel - Airport
Hotel including dinner and breakfast
Flight back to Son Bonet

This is an all 
included course

 REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
Membership Form
DNI/NIE/Passport
Valid Medical Certi�cate Class II or I
Hold a valid flight crew licence

CONTACT


